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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Discussion of the development and review process of SE-GAP vertebrate habitat models
*For this project, SE-GAP models will serve as a first cut towards designing landscapes based on habitats and species distributions
*This is a deductive or knowledge based approach
*These models produce presence/absence maps which can then be further refined and built upon by occupancy modeling
*Ultimately, the goal is to produce models that will get at habitat suitability indices and population estimations
*The last part of the presentation is about the review process being used and how reviewers fit in and how GAP would like reviewers to provide feedback that we’ll use to inform model changes; or not
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*The SE-GAP project modeled 608 species including 253 birds
*For each species we digitized a polygon range
*Predicted habitat models – essentially compilation of existing information framed in a spatial context with existing spatial data to produce ->
*Presence/Absence distribution maps
*So, this is a KNOWLEDGE based (i.e. DEDUCTIVE) approach to modeling as opposed to a location data-based approach



SE-GAP Known Range MapsSESE--GAP Known Range MapsGAP Known Range Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Used a variety of sources to develop range polygons including – previous state GAP effort hexagon ranges maps, field guides, primary literature, breeding bird atlases, expert opinion, recovery plans, etc...
*Also used specific spatial data in some cases when appropriate such as rivers, watershed boundaries, elevation, soils, etc...



Habitat Text Review FormHabitat Text Review FormHabitat Text Review Form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Organized information in a customized Access database
*One of the first steps was to compile habitat summaries written by state GAP projects, consult sources – Birds of North America, NatureServe, primary literature, experts, etc... and assemble a REGIONAL habitat written description
*This allowed model developer to hold info in his/her mind while making decisions on model inputs
*Should note that 3 labs divided the modeling and range development – UGA, Auburn, NCSU
attempted to standardize approach for model consistency
conducted internal round-robin review for model, write-ups and range maps
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Ecological Systems - NatureServe
Matrix, Large Patch, and Linear Types
Small patch on a case by case basis
Includes “modifiers” to systems
~174 systems mapped

Anthropogenic Classes
Plantations, Clearcuts, Mines/Quarries
Pasture/Hay, Row Crops
Development, Open Space, Utility Swaths

Ecological Systems Ecological Systems -- NatureServeNatureServe
Matrix, Large Patch, and Linear TypesMatrix, Large Patch, and Linear Types
Small patch on a case by case basisSmall patch on a case by case basis
Includes Includes ““modifiersmodifiers”” to systemsto systems
~174 systems mapped~174 systems mapped
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Primary input to models is species’-landcover associations
*Based on ecological systems defined and developed by NatureServe
*Mapped 154 map units in the Southeast
*Also included in the “map” are anthropogenic classes
*Altogether these provide the “map units” each species was associated with
*Just to note, the terms map unit, ecological system, land cover, land cover class are used interchangeably




Map Unit Selection (245 types)Map Unit Selection (245 types)Map Unit Selection (245 types)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Map unit selections made within the database
*Species were associated with map units in two ways – as a primary association or an auxiliary association
*By auxiliary we mean used only when within a given distance of primary map units which is specified



Map Unit Selection (245 types)Map Unit Selection (245 types)Map Unit Selection (245 types)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Here’s a graphic example of primary and auxiliary map units
*Brown indicates primary map units, while gold indicates auxiliary map units



Map Unit Selection (245 types)Map Unit Selection (245 types)Map Unit Selection (245 types)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Here the red shows the model picking the primary map units and auxiliary map units within 125 meters
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Besides the land cover, the SE-GAP models used ancillary spatial data for model development
*Here is the form within the database in which additional spatial data parameters were selected for species’ models
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*First, we had parameters derived from land cover such as patch size
*So, for species where we had data in the literature specifying a minimum patch size, we could use that in a spatially explicit manner for modeling
*Additionally, we could utilize a non-contiguous patch
*Essentially, a percentage of habitat within a given area
*You could think of this as a density of habitat
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Here’s a graphic example of patch size
*So, say we have a species that requires a minimum 50ha contiguous patch
*Well, the model can easily clump together adjacent pixels and ….
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
….pick out patches that are at least 50ha in size
*All the other clumps are dropped from the predicted distribution
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*We also implemented edge and forest interior in modeling
*This includes two types of edge – the ecotone between forest and open habitats
*And for more complex edges we added shrublands and woodlands to open
*We grouped all the forested map units and all the open map units into two distinct data layers and this allowed us to get at these areas of transition between distinct habitats or these edges
*We also had info on species who either utilize forest interior exclusively or avoid it exclusively
*This we put in context of interior based on a distance from the forest-open edge, i.e. buffer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*We also used hydrography
*So, the type of water used by a species and then a distance from or into that particular water feature
*Be it open water, i.e. lakes, reservoirs, etc… or flowing water, rivers, streams or wet vegetation which was a compilation of swamp, marsh, riparian or wetland map units
*We also used salinity and then stream flow measurements such as velocity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*We used a road density/avoid mask for species who are intolerant of human activity – we categorized that at 3 levels
*However, we used this in reverse for species like pigeons where we LIMITED the model TO human environments
*We used elevation minimum and maximums for species where that data is explicit in the literature
*And we could limit models to specific landforms when that was appropriate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*And finally, we had a space where modelers could jot down additional notes or special requirements for a model
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Here’s an example using Acadian flycatcher
*First of all, we select all the appropriate vegetation
*This is essentially all the forested map units
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Then we apply an elevation mask
*That is, less 4000 feet
*So, we’re cutting everything above 4000 feet
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Then we limit the model to not greater than 200 meters from water
*And, this is our final predicted distribution for the Acadian flycatcher
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*An example predicted distribution for Prothonotary Warbler in the SE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Model assessment will be based on reviewer input and agreement with model
*What we need to do is keep it relatively simple and concise given that we nonetheless need to assess major model components and overall performance
*And do all this in a Bayesian framework
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*In the database we have a form with model review questions pertaining to the major aspects of the model
*As a part of the Bayesian process the modelers themselves generated a priori  rankings
*These can then be used to compare with reviewer inputs
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1.1. The light green shaded area is an accurate representation of The light green shaded area is an accurate representation of 

the known range extent of this species. the known range extent of this species. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*There are 6 questions we ask reviewers to respond to
*The first pertains to the species’ range map and a reviewers level of agreement of how accurately that represents the range of that species
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*The second questions is in regards to model inputs
*i.e. the ancillary spatial data and the map unit/ecological systems/land cover associations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Thirdly, we ask reviewers to assess how well the spatial data we used in modeling represent species’ habitat requirements
*There could microhabitat features that were not used modeling that are just so important to a species that not having them in the model severely limits its utility
*Or, likewise there could be available spatial data that we were simply not aware of
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Ultimately, we want the reviewer to comment on the final map, i.e. the predicted distribution
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*We also want to know if the literature, either those references listed in the database or not, how well does the literature document habitat and habitat use by species throughout the SE
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habitat requirements for this species in the southeastern habitat requirements for this species in the southeastern 
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6.6. I am an expert in the natural history of this species. I am an expert in the natural history of this species. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*And finally, we want reviewers to rank themselves in terms of their familiarity with the species and its habitat requirements and their confidence in being able to assess the model
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
*So, we take reviewers responses to the  first 5 questions, weigh that with their self confidence ranking and produce an weighted composite score for a given species’ model

*The composite score will allow us to 1) Report these numbers when distributing the data so end users will have more information on reviewer-modeler model confidence 2) Assess whether models should be re-run based on score threshold. However, all scores will not necessarily lend themselves to a model re-run. For example, if experts and modelers note the lack of information on species’-habitat relationships, we could decide model re-runs would be of limited utility. Or, if reviewers note that spatial data does not adequately represent species’ habitats, then, again, re-running models would not help without accounting for appropriate habitat components.
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